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Demand and sales continue to cool although pricing 
trends remain relatively fi rm at this stage

The June 2022 RICS UK Residential Survey results 
again point to a softening in demand at the headline 
level. Nevertheless, with new instructions remaining 
generally fl at over recent months, tight supply 
conditions are still underpinning house prices. Indeed, 
for the time being at least, respondents continue to 
cite an increase in house prices across all parts of the 
UK, even if the pace of growth looks to be easing to a 
certain degree.

At the national level, the latest net balance for new 
buyer enquiries slipped to -27%, down from a reading 
of -9% previously. As such, this marks the second 
consecutive month in which the survey’s headline 
measure of demand has been in negative territory. 
Interestingly, the feedback on buyer enquiries is a little 
more resilient in London compared most other parts of 
the UK, with the capital exhibiting a net balance of +7% 
in June. 

Meanwhile, the volume of sales agreed over the month 
dipped slightly at the UK-wide level, evidenced by a 
net balance of -13% being returned in June (a little 
softer than a fi gure of -5% posted in the previous 
iteration of the survey). Looking ahead, near-term sales 
expectations  are now marginally negative, with a net 
balance of -9% of respondents anticipating a fall in 
transactions over the coming three months. Further 
out, twelve-month sales expectations are also negative, 
delivering a net balance of -21% (albeit this is broadly 
in-line with last month’s reading of -24%). 

Looking at the feedback around new instructions, 
the latest net balance of -1% remains consistent with 
a more or less fl at trend across the UK in aggregate. 
Moreover, survey participants are also reporting 
market appraisals to be broadly unchanged relative 

• New buyer enquiries indicator moves further into negative territory
• New instructions remain more or less fl at while sales soften slightly
• House prices still rising across all parts of the UK, albeit the pace of growth appears 

to be easing somewhat
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to the picture twelve months ago, suggesting the tight 
supply backdrop is unlikely to shift drastically in the 
immediate future.

With available stock on the market still limited, house 
prices continue to drift higher despite the recent 
cooling in demand. In aggregate, a net balance of +65% 
of respondents noted an increase in house prices 
over the latest survey period. Although this is down 
slightly on a recent high of +79% back in April, the latest 
reading is still indicative of a solid pace of house price 
infl ation and comfortably above the long-run average 
of +13%. Disaggregating the data shows that Northern 
Ireland, Yorkshire & the Humber and the South East all 
continue to see particularly strong house price growth.

In another sign of the still resilient picture for national 
house prices, 50% of contributors report that average 
sales prices are coming in above asking prices for 
properties listed at up to £500k. Alongside this, 39% 
of respondents cite sales prices are coming in above 
asking prices for properties marketed at between 
£500k and £1m. The picture is a little diff erent for 
properties listed at £1m or above however, with 
respondents (on balance) reporting sales prices to be 
slightly below asking prices at this point in time. 

In terms of the outlook, twelve-month price 
expectations moderated for a fourth month in 
succession. A net balance of +37% of respondents 
foresee prices continuing to climb higher over the year 
ahead, a noticeable easing compared to a reading of 
+78% returned back in February. Nevertheless, even 
though price expectations have been trimmed in most 
cases relative to earlier in the year, they remain in 
positive territory (in net balance terms) across all parts 
of the UK.

In the lettings market, a net balance of +36% of 
contributors reported an increase in tenant demand 
over the month (part of the non-seasonally adjusted 
monthly lettings market dataset). Alongside this, 
landlord instructions fell for a third month in a row, with 
the latest net balance coming in at -11%. On the back 
of this ongoing mismatch between rising demand and 
restricted supply, rents are seen rising further over the 
near-term by a net balance of +52% of respondents. 
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Methodology

About:

 The RICS Residential Market Survey is a monthly sentiment survey of 
Chartered Surveyors who operate in the residential sales and lettings markets.

Regions:

The ‘headline’ national readings cover England and Wales.

 Specifi cally the 10 regions that make up the national readings are: 1) North 2) 
Yorkshire and Humberside 3) Nort West 4) East Midlands 5) West Midlands 6) East 
Anglia 7) South East 8) South West 9) Wales 10) London.

The national data is regionally weighted.

 Data for Scotland and Northern Ireland is also collected, but does not feed 
into the ‘headline’ readings.

Questions asked:

1.  How have average prices changed over the last 3 months? 
 (down/ same/ up)

2.  How have new buyer enquiries changed over the last month?  
 (down/ same/ up)

3.  How have new vendor instructions changed over the last month? 
 (down/ same/ up)

4.  How have agreed sales changed over the last month? 
 (down/ same/ up)

5.  How do you expect prices to change over the next 3 months? 
 (down/ same/ up)

6.  How do you expect prices to change over the next 12 months? 
 (% band, range options)

7.     How do you expect prices to change over the next 5 years? 
 (% band, range options)

8.  How do you expect sales to change over the next 3 months? 
 (down/ same/ up)

9.  How do you expect sales to change over the next 12 months? 
 (down/ same/ up)

10. Total sales over last 3 months i.e. post cotract exchange (level)?

11.  Total number of unsold houses on books (level)?

12. Total number of sales branches questions 1 & 2 relate to (level)?

13. How long does the average sales take from listing to completion (weeks)?

14.  How has tenant demand changed over the last 3 months? 
 (down/ same/ up)

15.  How have landlords instructions changed over the last 3 months? 
 (down/ same/ up)

16.  How do you expect rents to change over the next 3 months? 
 (down/ same/ up)

17. How do you expect average rents, in your area, to change over the next 
12 months? 
 (% band, range options)

18.  What do you expect the average annual growth rate in rents will be over the 
next 5 years in your area?

  (% band, range options)

•   Questions 6, 7, 17 and 18 are broken down by bedroom number viz. 
1-bed, 2-bed, 3-bed, 4-bed or more. Headline readings weighted 
according to CLG English Housing Survey.

Net balance data:

•   Net balance = Proportion of respondents reporting a rise in prices 
minus those reporting a fall (if 30% reported a rise and 5% reported a 
fall, the net balance will be 25%).

•   The net balance measures breadth (how widespread e.g. price falls or 
rises are on balance), rather than depth (the magnitude of e.g. price 
falls or rises).

•   Net balance data is opinion based; it does not quantify actual changes in 
an underlying variable.

•  Net balance data can range from -100 to +100.

•   A positive net balance implies that more respondents are seeing 
increases than decreases (in the underlying variable), a negative net 
balance implies that more respondents are seeing decreases than 
increases and a zero net balance implies an equal number of respondents 
are seeing increases and decreases.

•   Therefore, a -100 reading implies that no respondents are seeing 
increases (or no change), and a +100 reading implies that no respondents 
are seeing decreases (or no change).

•  In the case of the RICS price balance, a reading of +10 should not be 
interpreted as RICS saying that house prices are going up by 10%, but that 
10% more surveyors reported increases rather than decreases in prices 
(over the last three months).

•   A change from +30 to +60 does not mean that the variable grew by 30% in 
one period and by 60% in the next period, but it does indicate that twice 
as many surveyors reported an increase compared to a decrease than in 
the previous period.

•   Likewise, if we get a reading dropping from +90 to +5, this still means that 
more respondents are reporting increases than decreases overall, but the 
breadth of those reporting increases has fallen dramatically; meanwhile, 
a shift in the reading from -90 to -5 still means that more respondents 
are reporting decreases than increases overall, but the breadth of those 
reporting decreases has fallen dramatically.

Seasonal adjustments:

 The RICS Residential Market Survey data is seasonally adjusted using X-12.

Next embargo date:
 
  July survey: 11 August 2022
  August survey: 8 September

Number of responses to this month’s survey:

This survey sample covers 472 branches coming from 251 responses.

Disclaimer

This document is intended as a means for debate and discussion and should 
not be relied on as legal or professional advice. Whilst every reasonable eff ort 
has been made to ensure the accuracy of the contents, no warranty is made 
with regard to that content. Data, information or any other material may not 
be accurate and there may be other more recent material elsewhere. RICS 
will have no responsibility for any errors or omissions. RICS recommends you 
seek professional, legal or technical advice where necessary. RICS cannot 
accept any liability for any loss or damage suff ered by any person as a result 
of the editorial content, or by any person acting or refraining to act as a result 
of the material included.
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Sales market charts
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North

David Shaun Brannen AssocRICS, Whitley Bay, Brannen & 
Partners, shaun.brannen@brannen-partners.co.uk - Very 
bouyant still at the Coast.

Mr Keith Alan Pattinson FRICS, North East /Newcastle-Upon-
Tyne, Keith Pattinson Ltd, keith.pattinson@pattinson.co.uk - 3000 
words would not be enough to predict crisis that we cannot 
avoid. External factors, infl ation, many losers. Forced sales, 
repossessions caused by removing S21. Government negative 
initiatives targeting landlords,reducing supply choice. Increasing 
population.

Yorkshire and the Humber

Alex Mcneil MRICS, Huddersfi eld, Bramleys, alex.mcneil@
bramleys1.co.uk - Buyer demand remains strong in all sectors 
but so few properties available to buy. Many tenants now paying 
more rent than the cost of a mortgage.

Ben Hudson MRICS, York, Hudson Moody, benhudson@hudson-
moody.com - Still a very busy market, however, the headwinds in 
the economy are reducing the number of interested parties for 
each property.

Bruce Collinson FRICS, Leeds, Adair Paxton, bruce.collinson@
me.com - Defi nite signs that the heat is going out of the market.

James Brown MRICS, Richmond, Norman F Brown, james@
normanfbrown.co.uk - I feel that a change is on its way in the 
market for obvious reasons, however, I haven’t noticed it yet in 
our patch.

James Watts MRICS, Bradford, Robert Watts Estate Agents, 
jameswatts@robertwatts.co.uk - The market is still being aff ected 
by the lack of supply which is driving up prices, however, demand 
has cooled slightly over the past 6 weeks due to the cost of living 
crisis and increasing interest rates.

Kenneth Bird MRICS, Wetherby, Renton & Parr, ken@
rentonandparr.co.uk - Sales remain strong but delays in the sale 
process causing frustration amongst buyers.

M J Hunter MRICS, Doncaster, Grice and Hunter, griceandhunter@
btconnect.com - Much reduced activity and the inevitable 
overpricing is further slowing the market.

Michael Darwin MRICS, Northallerton, M W Darwin & Sons, info@
darwin-homes.co.uk - Demand for all types of property remains 
strong but more sales are falling through due to job security, cost 
of living increases etc.

Tim Waring FRICS, Horrogate, Lister Haigh, timwaring@
listerhaigh.co.uk - An uncertain outlook on macro issues is likely 
to create an uncertain housing market.

North West

Amin Mohammed , Greater Manchester, Le Baron Haussmann, 
aminm7@gmail.com - Demand and supply of housing will always 
dictate prices, improving legislation for house builders is the only 
way forward.

East Midlands

David Hawke FRICS, Worksop, David Hawke Property Services, 
enquiries@davidhawke.co.uk - The market has cooled, probably 
a general knee jerk reaction to costs rising and outlook of the 
economy.

Peter Buckingham , Market Harborough, Andrew Granger & Co, 
peter.buckingham@andrewgranger.co.uk - The housing market 
is still buoyant, with increased valuations, instructions and sales 
agreed, although buyers are acting more cautiously. Completions 
are slowly coming through, easing the backlog slightly.

Stephen Gadsby BSc FRICS, Derby, Gadsby Nichols, stevegadsby@
gadsbynichols.co.uk - Market seems to have stabilised and prices 
levelling. Despite interest rate and infl ation rises, properties are 
still selling.

Tom Wilson MRICS, Stamford, King West, twilson@kingwest.co.uk 
- The balance of power appears to have shifted. With economic 
headwinds and consequent headlines in the press aff ecting 
sentiment, the landscape has become more sensitive.

West Midlands

Alex Smith FRICS, Birmingham, Alex Smith & Company, alex@alex-
smith.co.uk - Low stock, demand is outstripping supply.

Andrew Oulsnam MRICS, Birmingham, Robert Oulsnam and 
Company Limited, andrew@oulsnam.net - Cost of living increase 
starting to impact the market plus uncertainty in government.

Colin Townsend MRICS, Malvern, John Goodwin, colin@
johngoodwin.co.uk - A slightly quieter month but still busy 
enough. Prices may be stabilising but defi nitely no signs yet that 
the worries around the economy are impacting activity seriously.

John Andrews FRICS, Kidderminster, Dooittle & Dalley LTD, 
johnandrews@doolittle-dalley.co.uk - Sales market is slowing and 
less evidence of prices increasing and in some cases may start to 
decrease.

John Shepherd , Solihull, Shepherd Vine, john@shepcom.com - 
Market slowing with less buyers than 3 months ago.

Mark Killeen AssocRICS, Coventry, , K1ll33n44@hotmail.com - 
With the current interest rate predictions due to hit around 3 % 
for the end of year, a slowdown of the current market is inevitable 
with the cost of aff ordability and also the cost of living becoming 
a squeeze on people’s disposable income.

Mark Wiggin MRICS, Ludlow, Mark Wiggin Estate Agents, mark@
markwiggin.co.uk - Market has defi nitely turned, fall through and 
renegotiations now taking place.

Richard Franklin MRICS, Tenbury Wells, Franklin Gallimore, 
richard@franklingallimore.co.uk - Many cash buyers appear to 
have found new homes, so the frenetic activity of late Spring has 
calmed. Certain lenders appear to be in an administrative malaise 
which is not helping in a swift conveyancing period. Longer than 
average delay to transactions where fi nance is involved.

East Anglia

David Boyden MRICS, Colchester, Boydens, david.boyden@
boydens.co.uk - Defi nite cooling off  of the market, air of caution 
from buyers.  Still demand for competitively priced properties 
and starting to see some reductions in values of those on the 
market in order to generate interest.

Jeff rey Hazel FRICS, King’S Lynn, Geoff rey Collings & Co, jhazel@
geoff reycollings.co.uk - There are signs that the market is 
cooling a little. Whilst demand remains steady, buyers are now 
negotiating on prices which they have not been doing for many 
months.

Kevin Burt-Gray MRICS, Cambridge, Pocock & Shaw, kevin@
pocock.co.uk - Still a prevailing lack of quality stock coming to 
market. Instructions have dropped off  over the last month and 
perhaps signs that the market is slowing a bit.

Mark Wood MRICS, Cambridge, Blues Property Ltd, mark@
bluesproperty.com - General slow down with enquiries and 
viewings although good properties in good locations marketed at 
the correct level still attract multiple viewings and off ers.

Surveyor comments - Sales
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South East

David Parish FRICS, Upminster, Gates, Parish & Co, professional@
gates-parish.co.uk - A lack of new instructions is hampering the 
market. Sensibly priced properties are attracting a great deal of 
interest as soon as they come on to the market. The cost of living 
and interest rate rises will keep prices in check in the foreseeable 
future.

James Farrance MNAEA, FARLA, Maidenhead, Braxton, jfarrance@
braxtons.co.uk - Continued high demand and lack of available 
property causing values to maintain the upward trend. The cost 
of moving, stamp duty, seems to be the prohibitve factor from 
property coming to the market.

Martin Allen MRICS, Wingham, Canterbury, Elgars, m.allen@
elgars.uk.com - Buyers being more cautious and realistic about 
off ers, purchasers now over optimistic and unrealistic about likely 
sale prices.

Michael Brooker FRICS, Crowborough, Michael Brooker, michael@
michaelbrooker.co.uk - Lack of fresh instructions. Sales within 
10/14days if price is right. Slight slowing but still very active. 
Progress chasing very time consuming. Conveyancers appear to 
be inundated hence slow.

Murray Wills FRICS, Maidstone, Page & Wells, mjdw@page-wells.
co.uk - From the day a property is fi rst listed we are receiving 
a high level of enquiries and viewings on most properties. 
Frequently, several off ers are being received on each property 
marketed. Despite the rises in the cost of living, the shortage of 
available property is keeping the market strong.

Perry Stock FRICS, Registered Valuer, Effi  ngham, Leatherhead, 
Perry Stock FRICS, perrystock@gmail.com - The marketplace has 
a lack of new stock coming along the pipeline leading to a lack of 
fulfi lment of the more unusual requirements.

Rook MRICS, Sevenoaks, Knight Frank, edward.rook@knightfrank.
com - More property coming to the market which will start to 
balance things out.

Stephen Chandler FRICS, Walton On Thames, Castle Wildish 
Surveyors, stevechandler@castlewildish.net - There is now real 
evidence of concern over the economy and rising prices, which is 
refl ected in an easing off  in demand from property purchasers.

Tim Green MRICS, South Oxfordshire, Green & Co.(Oxford) Ltd, 
tim.green@greenand.co.uk - Whilst the less serious browsers 
may have fallen in number, those that want to buy, invest or move 
continue to do so. The pressures on the market are not having 
any tangible eff ect yet. We are seeing a sustainable balance 
between supply and demand.

Tony Jamieson MRICS, Guildford, Clarke Gammon, tony.
jamieson@clarkegammon.co.uk - Still a shortage of stock. Excess 
demand. Right house at right price in the region of £1m-1.5m will 
attract a lot of interest and generally end up going to sealed bids.

Trevor Brown FRICS, Southend, Trevor Brown Surveyors Ltd, 
tbrownsurveyors@btinternet.com - Surveyors phone has stopped 
ringing - the market has stalled - value corrections anticipated.

South West

James Wilson MRICS, Shjaftesbury, Jackson - Stops, james.
wilson@jackson-stops.co.uk - The numbers of deals are holding 
up while market appraisals are increasing.

Jeff  Cole MRICS, Wadebridge, Cole Rayment & White, jeff .cole@
crw.co.uk - We have certainly been busier with market appraisals 
& many vendors asking for photography to be done in readiness 
for marketing. Sales are still good however it defi nitely feels like 
some of the heat has gone from the market.

Joanna Churchill Associate RICS, Yealmpton, Luscombe Maye, 
joanna.churchill@luscombemaye.com - Although demand is 
less frantic than earlier in the year, quality properties still sell 
quickly and receive multiple bids.  However, the off ers are a more 
conservative level than earlier in the year.  Properties needing 
work most eff ected by lack of interest or low off ers.

John Corben FRICS FCABE, Swanage, Corbens, john@corbens.
co.uk - The market whilst relatively buoyant has slowed in recent 
weeks. Properties, particularly the higher price range, are not 
selling as swiftly as they were earlier in the year.

John Doody FRICS, South West, John S Doody FRICS, johndoody@
msn.com - Economics suggest downturn if interest rates rise but 
the market does not always obey the economists.

Mark Annett FRICS, Chipping Campden, Mark Annett & Company, 
mark.f.annett@gmail.com - An acute shortage of new instructions 
is fuelling price rises and it seems this may continue. Some sellers 
cannot move with nothing to buy.

Michael Burkinshaw MRICS, Backwell, Skysurvuk, michael.
burkinshaw@skysurvuk.com - Sale prices are less frequently 
massively exceeding asking prices. Demand is cooling, however 
still exceeds supply.

Oiver Miles Frics Registered Valuer FRICS, Swanage, Oliver Miles, 
olivermiles@olivermiles.co.uk - Appraisals & new instructions 
on the increase, but enquiries have slowed down as have the 
number of sales agreed. Likely to be a downturn with prices in the 
Autumn.

Richard Addington MRICS, Devon, Jackson-Stops, Richard.
addington@jackson-stops.co.uk - Agent competition is driving 
asking prices up faster than the market can match.

Roger Punch FRICS, South Devon, Marchand Petit, roger.punch@
marchandpetit.co.uk - For the fi rst time in over two years we 
now are in a market where enquiry volume is directly related to 
realistic pricing.  Hot spots of the South Hams remain in strong 
demand, but buyers can now be selective.

Sam Trounson MRICS, Cirencester, Strutt & Parker, sam.
trounson@struttandparker.com - Supply is slowly increasing and 
demand remains strong but the Press are talking the market into 
slowing down.

Simon Lord , Bath, Allen & Harris, simonlord60@icloud.com - 
Demand remains robust but low wage growth and concerns over 
rising living costs keeping downward pressure on house price 
growth.

Simon Miller MRICS, Blandford, Jackson-Stops, simon.milledge@
jackson-stops.co.uk - Buyer enquires have fallen slightly, but 
the number of valuations and new instructions are both up. 
This indicates a cooling off  (fewer buyers), nervousness (so 
more valuations as owners check where they are) and more 
instructions suggests people off  loading before a fall in values. 
Pessimistic?

Stanley Shaw AssocRICS, Registered Valuer, Ham, Between 
Richmond And Kingston Upon Thames, Mervyn Smith & Co, 
stanleyshaw@hotmail.com - No signs of a slowdown in buyer 
demand, if anything some are being driven to buy before 
mortgage rates increase further.

Wales

Anthony Filice FRICS, Cardiff , Kelvin Francis Ltd., tony@
kelvinfrancis.com - Numbers of properties coming onto the 
market increasing, but are taking longer to sell.  Demand is 
reducing, if sales aren’t agreed early on, it can be a long process.  
Vendors, slow to accept changing conditions and rejecting early 
off ers, are losing out.  However, properties are still selling.
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Rupert Merrison MRICS, London, Dexters, rupertmerrison@
dexters.co.uk - The market remains busy and we expect this to 
continue throughout the summer.

William Delaney AssocRICS, London-West End, Coopers of London 
Limited, william@lwlondon.com - Domestic political uncertainty, 
infl ation and fears of recession combined with the ongoing 
Ukraine situation all have some impact on confi dence.  Whilst 
asking prices seem resilient, buyers are very cautious, and many 
recent off ers have been below vendor’s expectations.

William Taper MRICS, Hammersmith, West London, Willmotts, 
w.taper@willmotts.com - The market is very price sensitive. If 
properties are valued too high they will stick. A method many 
agents use of overvaluing and trying to get reductions to get it 
away will mean units remain on the market a long time. Buyers 
appetite for doing works is much less than in previous years.

Scotland

Alan Kennedy MRICS, Fraserburgh, Shepherd Chartered 
Surveyors, Alan.Kennedy@shepherd.co.uk - The local market 
remains active and buoyant, with strong demand for rural 
properties and coastal villages. Most property types, if 
realistically priced, are selling quickly. The market for fl ats 
remains diffi  cult, though with signs of recent improvement.

Gordon Macdonald FRICS, Aberdeen/Aberdeenshire, Allied 
Surveyors Scotland, gordon.macdonald@alliedsurveyorsscotland.
com - Market active but ongoing political and economic 
uncertainty is  not helping confi dence at the higher price levels. 
LBTT remains a drag on higher values. Flats beginning to attract 
some interest and lettings on the increase.

Grant Robertson FRICS, Glasgow, Allied Surveyors Scotland PLC, 
grant.robertson@alliedsurveyorsscotland.com - The inevitable 
reaction to the squeeze on household budgets and rise in 
mortgage rates has arrived. Viewer numbers are reducing and 
sale are taking longer, but remember a 2 week sale time is still 
incredibly quick and there is no evidence yet of any impact on 
house prices.

Greg Davidson MRICS, Perth, Graham + Sibbald, gdavidson@g-s.
co.uk - The market will be quieter over the summer months 
as holidays become a priority and the market follows a more 
traditional path than recent years. However, buyer demand 
remains unsatisfi ed and I am expecting a busy autumn despite 
the increasing cost of living.

Ian Morton MRICS, St Andrews, Bradburne & Co, info@bradburne.
co.uk - The amount of properties off ered for sale has slowed as 
we reach the summer holiday period although demand from 
purchasers is still strong. Hopefully, August will see the traditional 
return of sellers after the school holidays.

John Brown DLE FRICS MRTPI, Edinburgh And Lothian, John Brown 
and Company, john.brown@jb-uk.com - Market is still lacking 
supply particularly traditional semi, terraced and detached 
homes thus prices positive with competition. More fl ats available 
so some sales by negotiation but Home report values still 
relevant. Interest rate rises etc mean caution is needed as prices 
may soften. Location is all.

Richard A Clowes MRICS, Scottish Borders, DM Hall Llp, richard.
clowes@dmhall.co.uk - The market continues to show signs of 
good activity. Ongoing economic issues such as infl ation and the 
cost of living crisis may be starting to have an impact generally 
but lack of supply in the marketplace means buyers are in most 
cases, not all, paying well over home report value.

Thomas Baird MRICS, Glasgow, Select Surveyors, thomas.baird@
selectsurveyors.co.uk - Summer slowdown over the holiday 
period has started earlier than normal and the lack of new stock 
is driving sales and lettings fi gure increases steadily.

David James FRICS, Brecon, James Dean, david@jamesdean.co.uk 
- Market remains strong even after interest rate rises.

Julian Dyer MRICS, Abergavenny, Julian Dyer and vo, Julian.dyer1@
btinternet.com - The market seems to be increasingly fragile.

Paul Lucas FRICS, Haverfordwest, R.K.Lucas & Son, paul@rklucas.
co.uk - Activity in sales continues as the shortage of available 
properties intensifi es.

London

Allan Fuller FRICS, Putney, Allan Fuller Estate Agents, allan@
allanfuller.co.uk - Sales have remained strong, however, 
increasing interest rates and rapid infl ation are factors that are 
likely to slow the sales market. Historically, if interest rates are 
falling  the market is buoyant, but a pattern of increasing rates 
induces caution and is likely to slow activity.

Ashley Osborne MRICS, London, Du Val Global, ashley.osborne@
protonmail.com - Greater demand from international investors.

Christopher Ames MRICS, London/Belgravia, Ames Belgravia, 
ca@amesbelgravia.co.uk - There is still a shortage of overseas 
purchasers willing or able to come to London to view properties. 
The home demand is thus more dominant but more aware of 
rising fuel prices and interest rates. The Autumn market could 
well be more of a buyers market.

David Conway FRICS, Harrow, David Conway & Co Ltd, david@
davidconway.co.uk - Increase in mortgage rates and cost of living 
will not deter buyers in the lower market that we deal with . Still 
high demand.

Edouard Lake , London, Savills, elake@savills.com - Prime central 
London prices are continuing to grow at a steady pace, but its 
recovery has been delayed by fewer than expected international 
buyers and the war in Ukraine.

James Perris MRICS, London, De Villiers, james.perris@devilliers-
surveyors.co.uk - Whilst buyers are still having to compete for the 
limited stock available, there is certainly more property coming 
onto the market now and buyers showing slightly more caution 
than a few months ago due to the underlying economic worries.

Jeremy Leaf FRICS, Finchley, Jeremy Leaf & Co, jeremy@
jeremyleaf.co.uk - We found in June housing market confi dence 
was compromised by rapid rises in infl ation and especially 
interest rates but demand remains strong for correctly-priced 
houses whereas fl ats, particularly those lacking outside space, 
much less so.

John King FRICS, L.B.Merton, Andrew Scott Robertson, jking@
as-r.co.uk - A cooling of attitudes by purchasers within the lower 
sectors of the market between £500-£1.5m range. Not the case 
above £2m, where there is no shortage of buyers as stock levels 
in this sector remain low.

John King FRICS, Wimbledon, Andrew Scott Robertson, jking@
as-r.co.uk - The Wimbledon housing market hibernates over the 
fortnight of tennis, as the crowds descend into the area. Seeing 
a curve appear in the market for homes between £1-1.5m while 
above £2m the market remains very active due to a shortage of 
good quality stock.

Kam Singh MRICS, Harrow, Ellis and Co, kam-kalra@ellisandco.
co.uk - Increase in fi rst time buyer enquiries, higher interest rates 
may aff ect sales market and put pressure on existing owners to 
dispose of their assets.

Philip Eastwood , London, The Buying Solution, philip.eastwood@
thebuyingsolution.co.uk - Stamp Duty costs limits supply.

Robert Green MRICS, Chelsea, John D Wood & Co., rgreen@
johndwood.co.uk - It feels like a better balanced market, with new 
instructions increasing, and the buyer numbers remaining strong, 
allowing greater movement in the market. Prices are stable, with 
best in class continuing to achieve excellent prices.
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Northern Ireland

Daniel Mc Lernon FRICS, Omagh, Mc Lernon Estate Agents, 
damclernon@gmail.com - Demand still buoyant. New-build 
slowing down because of building costs. Aff ordability being 
threatened.

Kirby O’Connor AssocRICS, Belfast, Goc Estate Agents, kirby@
gocestateagents.com - The market has been very strong but I 
noticed it has slowed down slightly in the last month.

Nicola Kirkpatrick FRICS, Belfast, Simon Brien Residential, ntann@
simonbrien.com - Prices remain strong as supply being exceeded 
by demand, however, for the last 2 years there have been no 
seasonal changes due to summer holidays, which may remove 
some of the heat from the market over the next month.

Samuel Dickey MRICS, Northern Ireland, Simon Brien Residential, 
sdickey@simonbrien.com - More vendors are coming to the 
market but sale prices are holding strong.
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West Midlands

Colin Townsend MRICS, Malvern, John Goodwin, colin@johngood-
win.co.uk - Still a shortage of new properties to let with multiple 
off ers on many properties so rents look set to continue their 
upward march.

John Andrews FRICS, Kidderminster, Dooittle & Dalley LTD, 
johnandrews@doolittle-dalley.co.uk - Some landlords looking 
to sell as changes in legislation may result in lettings being less 
attractive to private landlords.

John Shepherd , Solihull, Shepherd Vine, john@shepcom.com - 
Still a general shortage.

Richard Franklin MRICS, Tenbury Wells, Franklin Gallimore, 
richard@franklingallimore.co.uk - Good demand from quality 
applicants -shortage in supply. Some landlords thinking over 
the proposed amendments to the sector -although many have 
sought to sell taking advantage of market conditions. Increase in 
bad debts prompting service of Notices to Quit-a pre-cursor to a 
harsh winter.

East Anglia

David Boyden MRICS, Colchester, Boydens, david.boyden@
boydens.co.uk - Higher instruction levels from landlords but huge 
concern regarding the current white paper which has caused 
major unrest with lots of landlords who are now planning their 
exit from the PRS, very worrying times ahead not helped by poor 
media coverage of the white paper.

Jeff rey Hazel FRICS, King’S Lynn, Geoff rey Collings & Co, jhazel@
geoff reycollings.co.uk - Steady demand and supply.

Kevin Burt-Gray MRICS, Cambridge, Pocock & Shaw, kevin@
pocock.co.uk - Still active in terms of securing tenants. A few 
more properties coming on to market giving tenants a little more 
choice.

South East

David Parish FRICS, Upminster, Gates, Parish & Co, professional@
gates-parish.co.uk - A shortage of new instructions at present. 
Properties that are available are letting quite quickly. The govern-
ment’s proposals for the private rental sector are ill thought out 
and if implementrd will reduce the availability of privately rented 
properties.

James Farrance MNAEA, FARLA, Maidenhead, Braxton, jfarrance@
braxtons.co.uk - Rents continue to rise driven by lack of available 
stock in the PRS. We are now seeing the Butterfl y eff ect of the ex-
tra second home stamp duty, Tenant Fees Act, reduced expense 
allowances and threat of AST changes causing landlords to exit 
the PRS driving up rental levels at record rates.

Martin Allen MRICS, Wingham, Canterbury, Elgars, m.allen@
elgars.uk.com - Few rental opportunities result in big tenant 
demand and bidding wars.

Michael Brooker FRICS, Crowborough, Michael Brooker, michael@
michaelbrooker.co.uk - Lack of supply. Instant lettings.

South West

Marcus Arundell MRICS, Bath, HomeLets, marcus@homeletsbath.
co.uk - Summer is here and the market is busy. Applicant demand 
at a peak, landlord instructions up and stock increasing - plus we 
fi nally have a white paper.

Mark Annett FRICS, Chipping Campden, Mark Annett & Company, 
mark.f.annett@gmail.com - Supply and demand means rent rises. 
Some sellers are desperate to get into rented accommodation so 
that they can move when the right property comes up.

Martin Slade FRICS, Bournemouth, Wren Letting, martin@wren-
lettings.co.uk - Rising costs of living and heating will aff ect rents. 
Tenants may also consider downsizing to save costs on heating 
and Council Tax.

North

David Shaun Brannen AssocRICS, Whitley Bay, Brannen & Part-
ners, shaun.brannen@brannen-partners.co.uk - Instructions are 
increasing but nowhere near to the levels to satisfy demand.

Mr Keith Alan Pattinson FRICS, North East /Newcastle-Upon-Tyne, 
Keith Pattinson Ltd, keith.pattinson@pattinson.co.uk - Again,     
private rentals grew through positive Gov action targeting 
landlords. We will see supply reversed with S21 removed, tax 
measures etc. Landlords selling, still demand, some bought years 
ago. High service charges, Greenfell eff ect on modern fl ats, lack 
of social housing.

Yorkshire and the Humber

Alex Mcneil MRICS, Huddersfi eld, Bramleys, alex.mcneil@
bramleys1.co.uk - Steady decline in private rented sector as some 
landlords explore selling. Rents more likely to be sustained as 
supply so limited.

Ben Hudson MRICS, York, Hudson Moody, benhudson@hud-
son-moody.com - Huge shortage of rental properties available 
pushing up rents.

Bruce Collinson FRICS, Leeds, Adair Paxton, bruce.collinson@
me.com - Tenant demand has been very strong for 12 months and 
if as predicted up to 300,000 private landlords exit the market 
because of proposed changes to  L&T law, with nobody else fi lling 
the gap, rents might rise sharply.  The proposals on EPCs/Band C 
will cause chaos.

David J Martindale MRICS, Wakefi eld, FSL estate agents, david.
martindale@fslea.com - Demand continues to be very strong. 
Rental values continue to increase.

Gary Thompson MRICS, Scunthorpe, Barnsdales, gftfrics1@aol.
com - There is growing demand for residential lettings which 
appears to result from low paid workers migrating to jobs where 
there is aff ordable accommodation; and due to a reduced stock 
as landlords exit the lettings market for reasons relating to main-
tenance costs and onerous lettings procedures.

Michael Darwin MRICS, Northallerton, M W Darwin & Sons, info@
darwin-homes.co.uk - Demand for all types of property remains 
strong.

North West

Amin Mohammed , Greater Manchester, Le Baron Haussmann, 
aminm7@gmail.com - Infl ation highs of 40 years will surely im-
pinge on the rental markets, nothing escapes infl ation (excessive 
money printing).

East Midlands

John Chappell BSc.(Hons), MRICS, Skegness, Chappell & Co 
Surveyors Ltd, john@chappellandcosurveyors.co.uk - Landlord 
clients now actively re-assessing remaining in the market due to 
ongoing economic situation and the proposed legislation changes 
to the private rental sector, which by assuming all landlords are 
the bad guys, could see a marked decline in private sector rental 
property availability.

Peter Buckingham , Market Harborough, Andrew Granger & Co, 
peter.buckingham@andrewgranger.co.uk - Tenant demand still 
exceeding supply.

Surveyor comments - lettings
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Kam Singh MRICS, Harrow, Ellis and Co, kam-kalra@ellisandco.
co.uk - Renters reform bill, ban on no fault eviction and other 
stringent clauses may be a matter of concern for new landlords.

Mark Smith MRICS, London, Lester Smith Limited, lettings@
lestersmith.co.uk - Continued shortage of available properties is 
driving rents up.

Mark Wilson MRICS, London, Globe Apartments, mark@globeapt-
com - The market is still on fi re and we are still short of fl ats to let. 
We have concerns on Renters Reform, although how long will that 
take? We are expecting a busy autumn with students coming back 
into the market.

Paul Dolan Tech RICS, London, Dolan Pratley Associates, 
pauldolan@dolan-pratley.co.uk - The letting market is hot but 
sales have taken a sudden and severe downturn.

Philip Eastwood , London, The Buying Solution, philip.eastwood@
thebuyingsolution.co.uk - Future changes to AST could have a 
negative impact to stock on the market.

Rupert Merrison MRICS, London, Dexters, rupertmerrison@dex-
ters.co.uk - The demand for property is still high and there is still 
a shortage of property meaning we are achieving record rents. 
We expect this to continue throughout the summer.

Will Barnes Yallowley AssocRICS, Kensington, LHH Residential, 
Will@lhhresidential.co.uk - Landlords exiting due to increased 
burdens from the state continuing to push rents up.

William Delaney AssocRICS, London-West End, Coopers of Lon-
don Limited, william@lwlondon.com - After generally recovering 
to pre-pandemic levels, rents appear to have stabilised. There is 
still healthy demand, but we expect that there could be further 
upward pressure on headline rents when the summer holidays 
are over and we head into autumn.

William Taper MRICS, Hammersmith, West London, Willmotts, 
w.taper@willmotts.com - Cost of living is the key factor at the 
moment. Rents are rising, but aff ordability squeeze will see this 
dampened. With the housing minister now gone, what is going 
to happen to the white paper? A bit less landlord bashing may 
encourage more landlords to enter market and increase supply.

Scotland

Carolyn Davies MRICS, Dumfries, Savills, cmadavies@savills.com - 
Continuing to see rental properties being sold at end of a tenancy.  
Reduction in market positively impacting on rental levels.

Fraser Crichton FRICS, Edinburgh, Dove Davies, fcrichton@dove-
davies.com - There is a distinct shortage of all types of property in 
Edinburgh.

Ian Morton MRICS, St Andrews, Bradburne & Co, info@bradburne.
co.uk - Tenant demand for rental properties continues to outstrip 
supply leading to ever increasing rent levels. We expect some hol-
iday lets to return to longer term lettings as more people venture 
overseas on holiday.

John Brown DLE FRICS MRTPI, Edinburgh And Lothian, John Brown 
and Company, john.brown@jb-uk.com - As landlords leave, supply 
is less  and rents are moving forward. The Government moving 
towards rent capping and off ering tenant security as available 
during Covid  to tenants with addition of costs to meet Energy 
standards more smaller landlords will leave the sector. BLT mort-
gages also rising.

Northern Ireland

Kirby O’Connor AssocRICS, Belfast, Goc Estate Agents, kirby@
gocestateagents.com - Rental market is very strong and not 
enough stock.

Samuel Dickey MRICS, Northern Ireland, Simon Brien Residen-
tial, sdickey@simonbrien.com - As rental properties diminish in 
numbers across Northern Ireland, we will continue to see rents 
increase.

Maxine Fothergill MRICS, Gravesend, Amax Estates, maxine@
amaxestates.com - The changes outlined in the white paper will 
provide 4.4 million households with more secure, high quality 
homes and give councils all they need to crack down on non-com-
pliant landlords.  They will make it easier for landlords to repos-
sess their properties in reasonable circumstances.

Michael Burkinshaw MRICS, Backwell, Skysurvuk, michael.burkin-
shaw@skysurvuk.com - Massive outstrip of demand compared to 
supply continues. Frequently coming across LL increasing rent by 
upwards of 10% in the private rented sector.

Paul Oughton MARLA, MNAEA, Cirencester And The Cotswolds, 
Moore Allen & Innocent, paul.oughton@mooreallen.co.uk - Ten-
ant demand still far outstripping property supply, but landlords 
still leaving the sector (and new landlords not entering) due to 
regulatory fears.

Stanley Shaw AssocRICS, Registered Valuer, Ham, Between 
Richmond And Kingston Upon Thames, Mervyn Smith & Co, 
stanleyshaw@hotmail.com - Supply has diminished still further so 
achieved rents have continued to be driven higher.

Wales

Anthony Filice FRICS, Cardiff , Kelvin Francis Ltd., tony@kelvin-
francis.com - Demand is greatly exceeding supply, exacerbated 
by more ‘Buy to Let’ Landlords selling up and exiting the market. 
This, together with the threat of penal regulations, is making 
remaining landlords very choosy about who they let to and there 
is marked upward pressure on rents.

David Cook MRICS, Caerphilly, , Dave.bern@btinternet.com - On-
going concerns regarding additional pending legislation.

Julian Dyer MRICS, Abergavenny, Julian Dyer and vo, Julian.dyer1@
btinternet.com - Interference in the letting market by the Welsh 
Government is lessening landlord confi dence and is already 
reducing the number of rental properties available and forcing 
rents up.

Paul Lucas FRICS, Haverfordwest, R.K.Lucas & Son, paul@rklucas.
co.uk - Rents continue to rise - there is signifi cant scarcity in the 
market as landlords withdraw completely as a result of increased 
statutory regulations.

London

Allan Fuller FRICS, Putney, Allan Fuller Estate Agents, allan@allan-
fuller.co.uk - Demand remains very strong, with a chronic short-
age of property, some landlords are considering selling because 
of concerns that proposed legislation is anti-landlord and making 
investing in property less viable.

David Conway FRICS, Harrow, David Conway & Co Ltd, david@
davidconway.co.uk - Less rentals on market because of new 
adverse legislation to landlords.

Jeremy Leaf FRICS, Finchley, Jeremy Leaf & Co, jeremy@jere-
myleaf.co.uk - Aspiring fi rst-time buyers are increasingly taking 
refuge in private lettings as the cost of living crisis starts to bite 
but the continuing shortage of especially one bed fl ats is adding 
upward pressure to rents  - and there’s little sign of change.

Jilly Bland , Wimbledon, Robert Holmes & Co, jilly@robertholmes.
co.uk - Tenants are being forced out of properties/areas due to 
high rent increases, this is not sustainable and I fear a recession 
is coming.

John King FRICS, L.B.Merton, Andrew Scott Robertson, jking@as-r.
co.uk - A great number of landlords are taking advantage of high-
er short term rents as tennis begins. This has a knock on eff ect 
forcing tenants to look elsewhere.

John King FRICS, Wimbledon, Andrew Scott Robertson, jking@
as-r.co.uk - With the Wimbledon Tennis event attracting overseas 
interest, the number of short term lets has hit stock levels as 
landlords take advantage of higher rents during this period.
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Market Surveys & Reports
Download RICS Economic market surveys and reports:
www.rics.org/economics

•  UK Residential Market Survey (monthly)
•  UK Construction Market Survey (quarterly)
•  UK Commercial Market Survey (quarterly)
•  UK Facilities Management Survey (quarterly)
•  Global Construction Monitor (quarterly)
•  Global Commercial Property Monitor (quarterly)
•  RICS /Spacious Hong Kong Residential Market 
 Survey (monthly)
•  RICS /Ci Portuguese Housing Market Survey  
 (monthly)

*All packages include the full historical back set, 
regional breakdown, and, where applicable, the 
seasonally and not seasonally adjusted data.

Contacts

Subscriptions
All subscription enquiries to: economics@rics.org

Silver package: POA
Housing and lettings market data (excluding questions 
6, 7, 13, 17, 18 and 19)     

Gold package: POA
Housing market and lettings market data package 
(questions 1-18). This is the complete data set excluding 
the bedroom breakdown and question 19.   
        

Platinum package: POA
Housing market and lettings market data (questions 
1-19).  This is the complete data set including the 
bedroom breakdown for questions 6-7 and 17-18. 
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